Cardinal Josef Beran Returns Home

At the feast of St. Vojtěch, whose confirmation name was Adalbert, the second bishop of Prague, common Czech, Polish, Hungarian and Slovak patron, on the anniversary of his martyrdom on 23rd April, great celebration takes place every year in the Prague Cathedral. This year, on this occasion, remains of one of Vojtěch’s greatest successors in history, the Archbishop of Prague and the Czech Primate Josef Cardinal Beran (1888–1969) returned to the homeland and were buried in the cathedral.

Josef Beran was professor of theology for many years at the Prague seminary. During the Nazi occupation, he was imprisoned in the concentration camp Dachau. In 1946 he was appointed Archbishop of Prague. After the Communists took power in February 1948, he did not stop to be critical of the newly established totalitarianism and bravely defended rights of the Church and the faithful in the lead of all Czechoslovak bishops. However, in June 1949, he was suddenly detained by the Communist secret police, completely isolated from the public and the family, and he was imprisoned in various secret places until 1965 without any legal proceedings. When appointed Cardinal in the same year, the government gave him permission to go to Rome, however, his return to the homeland was denied. He participated in the final session of the Second Vatican Council, in which he gave a statement of fundamental importance for the further orientation of the Catholic Church. He was not allowed to visit the homeland even during the political liberalisation in the spring of 1968. Prior to his death in May 1969, he expressed the wish that his bones would return to his homeland when it would be free.

Cardinal Josef Beran was buried alongside the popes in St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome. Only now, in April 2018, his wish to rest in his homeland was fulfilled.
The thoroughly planned event began on 19th April 2018, when the remains of Cardinal Beran were lifted from a sarcophagus under the St. Peter’s Basilica, between the tombs of Pope Pius XI and Pius XII. The ceremony was led by Archbishop Angelo Comastri, archpriest of the Basilica of St. Peter. Overnight, the coffin was deposited in the Czech residence hall Nepomucenum in Rome, where Cardinal Beran lived during his involuntary exile in the Eternal City.

The second day, accompanied by the sound of church bells in the whole Czech Republic, at 6.16 pm, a special government plane carrying the coffin landed in the airport in Prague – Kbely. The Archbishop of Prague, Cardinal Dominik Duka OP, the Chairman of the Czech Bishops’ Conference, together with the Archbishop of Olomouc and other bishops in the Czech Republic, took over the remains of Cardinal Beran with military honours with the participation of the Chairman of the Senate of the Parliament of the Czech Republic Milan Štěch. The returnee was welcomed in his homeland by his favourite song Čechy krásné, Čechy mé, the land anthem of Bohemia.

The coffin with the remains of Cardinal Josef Beran was taken over by soldiers of the Army of the Czech Republic at the military airport in Prague – Kbely.

The remains were then taken to the church of St. Vojtěch at the Archbishop’s seminary in Prague – Dejvice, where Josef Beran was the rector before the World War II. During the following night, the remains rested in the Basilica of the Assumption of Our Lady at the Strahov Monastery of the Premonstratensians, where the Cardinal spoke his last free sermon before his internment by the Communist secret police in 1949, in which he assured his listeners that he would never submit to the Communists.

The faithful listened to this sermon again on Saturday 21st April 2018, when they gathered in the courtyard of the Premonstratensian monastery to accompany the Cardinal’s remains to the Cathedral of Sts. Vitus, Wenceslas and Vojtěch. Among the assembled people from the Czech lands and from abroad, priests, bishops, religious, there was also
a representative of the Hungarian Primate of Esztergom-Budapest, and personally the Metropolitan Archbishop of Gniezno Mons. Wojciech Polak.

Students of the Archbishop’ seminary in Prague brought the remains of Cardinal Beran in front of the altar in the cathedral where, together with many bishops and priests, Cardinal Dominik Duka OP celebrated the Holy Mass to honour of St. Vojtěch. During his courageous sermon, interrupted several times by the applause of all the people gathered in the overcrowded cathedral, which is one of the largest churches in Europe, he followed the words of Cardinal Beran “do not be silent, Archbishop, you must not keep silent”. His return, Cardinal Duka said, is even more important these days, as forces that seek to destroy and blemish the Church and everything it believes in are rising again, whether it is the Communist Party, which evidently gains power despite its electoral failure, or nationalistic passions in society, fanatical and intolerant presentation of Islam, or radical left-liberal anti-clericalism, represented by blatantly blasphemous theatre play by Oliver Frťlič, part of the repertoire of a theatre in Brno, despite of all the protests of the faithful, including the protests of the Czech Bishops’ Conference. At this very moment, Cardinal Beran can give us a lead by his inflexibility and unwavering fidelity to God and His Church. The whole ceremony and sermon was an unforgettable experience for all of us.

After the Holy Mass, the coffin was exposed to public reverence and the ceremonial Te Deum followed. The coffin was placed in a sarcophagus in the chapel of St. Agnes of Bohemia on 23rd April 2018, on the day of the feast of St. Vojtěch. The newly created sculpture of St. Vojtěch – Adalbert and his relatives St. Radim – Gaudentius, Archbishop of Gniezno, and St. Radla – Anastasius, Archbishop of Esztergom, was placed in the chapel.

Vojtěch Círus

Students of the Archbishop’s seminary in Prague carrying the coffin with remains of Cardinal Josef Beran from the Church of St. Vojtěch in Prague, where Josef Beran was a rector from 1932. Cardinal Dominik Duka OP, Archbishop of Prague, walks behind the coffin.
Chairman of the Church Law Society Appointed Member of the Scientific Council of the School of Catholic Theology of Charles University in Prague

On 1st March 2018, Prof. Jiří Rajmund Tretera from the School of Law of Charles University in Prague was appointed a member of the newly established Scientific Council of the School of Catholic Theology of the same university. The Scientific Council was appointed by the newly elected Dean Prof. Vojtěch Novotný, after approval by the Academic Senate. The first meeting of this Scientific Council took place on 19th April 2018.

Building of the School of Catholic Theology of Charles University in Prague. The building also houses the Archbishop’s seminary in Prague and the Czech Bishops’ Conference. Part of it is the seminary church of St. Vojtěch. The building was constructed in 1928 by the Archbishop of Prague, František Kordač, and the later Archbishop of Prague, Cardinal Josef Beran, was also active in the building.

The Collegial Bishop Revisited: The Classis and Presbytery at Issue

In spring 2008 an international conference on the classis/presbytery was organized by the Centre for Religion and Law at the Vrije Universiteit in Amsterdam and the New Brunswick Theological Seminary in New Jersey, USA. After ten years it is time for an update. What are its current status, developments and issues? This conference will allow you to explore
the range of questions that are raised in the context of the classis continuing to exist and function in a central way. Does the classis/presbytery indeed function in an episcopal role? The classis/presbytery faces growing pressure both from “below” and “above.” What role does this “middle judicatory” have within the presbyterial/synodical system when faced with congregationalism on the one side and centralization of ecclesial authority on the other? Can we continue to think of classes/presbyteries as fundamentally gatherings of office-bearers when the notion of office itself is in question in some quarters? Join us in this two-day conference. Keynote speakers are Allan J. Janssen (NBTS) and Leon van den Broeke (TUK and VU). A reflection will be given by René de Reuver, the secretary-general of the Protestants Church in the Netherlands. Besides them other theologians will speak: Joseph Small, Kathy Smith, Hilbrand van Eeken, Roel Kuiper, Hans Schaeffer, Klaas-Willem de Jong, Adam Csukas and John Chalmers and others. The conference takes place at the Theological University of Kampen in the Netherlands from 22nd to 23rd May 2018. For further details visit the websites of the conference and see the enclosed flyer.
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The Classis and Presbytery at Issue

The Collegial Bishop Revisited: The Classis and Presbytery at Issue. Academic conference (two days) that allows you to explore the range of questions that are raised in the context of the classis/presbytery continuing to exist and function in a central way.

The classis/presbytery faces growing pressure both from “below” and “above.” What role does this “middle judicatory” have within the presbyterial/synodical system when faced with congregationalism on the one side and centralization of ecclesial authority on the other? Does the classis/presbytery indeed function in an episcopal role? Can we continue to think of classes/presbyteries as fundamentally gatherings of office-bearers when the notion of office itself is in question in some quarters?

Moreover, classes find themselves faced with challenges presented by ecclesiological expressions (e.g., “missional church,” “priestly community”). Classes/presbyteries have historically been formed geographically. New expressions challenge such arrangements.

In spring 2008 an international conference on the classis/presbytery was organized. After ten years it is time for an update. What are its current status, developments and issues?

MAY 22 2018, 10.30-20:00 / MAY 23 2018, 8.30-14.30
Theological University of Kampen Address: Broederweg 15, 8261 GS Kampen

MORE INFORMATION AND ENROLMENT
CONFERENCE, TWO DAYS (DINNER, LUNCHES, DRINKS AND OUTDOOR ACTIVITY ARE INCLUDED)
www.weetwatjegeloof.nl/thecollegialbishop2018 € 115
www.pepredikanten.nl/thecollegialbishop2018 € 145 (incl. certificate of 1.5 EC)
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Also: Joseph Small, Kathy Smith, Hilbrand van Eeken, Hans Schaeffer, Klaas-Willem de Jong, Adam Csukas, John Chalmers and others.